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It's Time to Choose—'Old' or 'New Testament'?

War between Christianity and Islam pits 'the cross' against the 'crescent'. And when the 
heat rises, Christians (especially evangelicals), struggle with a 'smite thy enemy' Old 
Testament ethos, as opposed to New Testament values of—'charity, love, peace'.

'War on Gaza', waged by Israel with backing of 'holy scripture' rather than reason, is 
more dangerous than the war in Ukraine—by magnitudes. The Israeli Ministry of Intelli-
gence has confirmed a document laying-out the re-location of Gaza's population (2.3 
million), into the Egyptian Sinai, desert peninsula as authentic—but illegally leaked.

The West, blindly supporting Israel's 'holy war' retaliation for the Hamas attack, disal-
lows any larger historical discussion of causes for the conflict, rationalizing that given 
heightened anger within Israel, this is not 'the 'right time'. This is exactly the right time. 

Unwilling to enlarge the discussion, Israel risks world war by annihilating Gaza—ful-
filling a supposed covenant from God for a Jewish state from Jordan River to the sea.

Meanwhile, carpet bombing in Gaza has likely killed more than 8X the civilians killed 
by Hamas in Israel.  In the past, with disparate Arab self-interest, Israel could have got-
ten away with this, but not now. The Muslim world has drawn a 'red line' around Gaza
—a line that 'Western fools' fail to account for. Turkey, Iran, Russia (with China in sup-
port on the sidelines, support the Arab world—vowing to intervene in a ground war.

This is not 1967. Iran (along with Russia, China), has hypersonic missiles (for which 
there is no defense), that can reach Israel in minutes. In such an exchange, all US mili-
tary in the theater and the US Navy could cease to exist—over just a short time.    

In my last article I observed that the WHO/WEF 'fiends' operate from Geneva. But, 
what else comes from Geneva is the Geneva Convention—a high-water mark in hu-
man civilization. The Convention's rules for conduct of hostilities applies to everyone/at 
all times. But, now, like the US Constitution, it is largely ignored—seldom discussed. 

Because of the atrocity Hamas inflicted on Israel, we hear this is not the time to ad-
dress an historical overview, but considering the Geneva Convention, this is the best 
time to consider historically—3/4s of a century of the horror that is Palestine and Israel.

This conflict has the stake of covid lockdowns X10. During the so-called pandemic, 
the left was willing to cancel/incarcerate any unwilling to go along with the hysteria—
mainly those who live in 'red states' who identify with traditional values as put forward 
in the 'Bill of Rights'. Non-obedient flyover states helped to stymy WEF/WHO plans.



But now, with Israeli anger/uncontrolled retribution, conservative Americans, espe-
cially Christians, the 'bastion of anti-authoritarianism during lockdowns, are lining-up 
with Netanyahu—leaving few to speak-out/stand-up to out-of-control authoritarians.

The 'left' is more than willing to throw our nation away to uncontrolled illegal immigra-
tion, which if not stopped will doom the nation. The left is also an unbridled proponent 
of enlarging the 'holy land' war—Biden talks restraint while providing war tools/cover.     

If American conservatives can't come to terms with some basic facts, it puts the 
Constitution/Bill of Rights and the republic—at great risk Namely, the 'illegal occupa-
tion' and 'illegal Israeli settlements' needs to be addressed in terms of the Geneva 
Convention. Along the way, we need to wake up to a fact: saving America comes first.

Instead, a hysterical Israeli UN rep 'dooms' those in the UN who question/don't sup-
port Israel's actions—to be 'cursed by God—enemies of Isiah'. For God's sake, let Isiah 
decide for himself who are his enemies—enough of this 2nd rate Zelensky imitation.

What's going on in Gaza isn't about Hamas over-reporting the numbers of dead civil-
ians—obviously carpet-bombing has killed more, by magnitudes, than Israelis killed by 
the Hamas atrocity. This is criminality, and taking the side of criminals on either side is 
illegal under the Geneva Convention. Making it worse, both Biden/Netanyahu, in the 
world's crosshairs, could use a world war so as to not have to answer for evil lives.

If reports are true that, to get the Jewish vote in Florida, DeSantis is threatening 30 
year prison sentences for those who criticize Israel, he makes my point: he was right-
on about covid overreach, but now joins the 'lunatic fringe'? As does the new 'Speaker 
of the House', taking us from bad to worse? Pledging solidarity with Israel, he allegedly 
casts himself as God's emissary to stop Putin before he can take all of Europe.

Flyover-state Americans had best wake up. The back/forth massacres in Palestine/
Israel cannot be settled with 'Old Testament' values' that have no legal status. Israel 
drops more bombs on Gaza, in a week, than the US did in Iraq—during any month.    

Israel can't criticize Russia's invasion of Ukraine because Israel has been doing what 
Russian is doing in Ukraine (incorporating the territory of others with a referendum to 
make it part of Russia), except Israel has been doing the same thing for 56 years. And, 
unlike Russia, which has massive support in the Donbas—in Gaza—Israel has none. 

Is it justified for the Israeli UN rep to threaten the UN for wanting to broaden the dis-
cussion of the plight of Palestine? It is not. The people of Gaza are not Hamas, but are, 
by their very existence, treated as complicit. Maybe in a sense they are complicit: 
Hamas came an idea that Palestinians are deserving of 'human rights', And, as long as 
Palestine is 'occupied', nothing can cause that idea to be abandoned by Palestinians.  

Hamas refuses to accept the existence of Israel, while Israel, with some regularity, 
reminds the world that God gave them Palestine. Countering that claim, relevant insti-
tutions recognize Palestine to be illegally occupied and Jewish settlements—illegal.

The networks tell us that only Muslims are protesting, which is not the case. Anyone 
supporting human dignity wants the atrocity that is Palestine to come to an agreed re-
solve. And any lunacy where the EU votes for humanitarian aid, but against a cease 
fire—how the hell, in a densely populated Gaza, does the 1st happen without the 2nd?

The rhetoric of 'religious war', if not toned-down, will push us to a greater war. Mak-
ing it worse, the US has forsaken its historical role as a voice of reason. Palestine 
needs solved—now. Who among us is willing to support reason over belief to that end?
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